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ALGEBRAS OF FOURIER TRANSFORMS WITH

CLOSED RESTRICTIONS

BY

BENJAMIN B. WELLS, JR.

Abstract. Let G denote a compact abelian group and let B denote a Banach

subalgebra of A, the algebra of complex-valued functions on G whose Fourier

series is absolutely convergent. If B contains the constant functions, separates the

points of G, and if the restriction algebra, B(E), is closed in A(E) for every closed

subset E of G, then B = A.

1. Introduction. Let G denote a compact abelian group and A the algebra under

the pointwise operations of complex-valued functions on G having absolutely

convergent Fourier series. Thus, a function f in A has a representation as

2 an(yn, g) where 2 \an\ < oo, the latter quantity serving as the norm off.

Let T7 denote a subalgebra continuously embedded in A, containing the constant

functions, and separating the points of G. For E, a closed subset of G, B(E) and

A(E) denote the restriction algebras to the set E and are furnished with the

quotient norm.

Theorem. Suppose that for every closed set E c G, T7(Tf) is a closed linear

subspace of A(E). Then B = A.

This result is the exact analogue of a result [1] in function algebras with the role

of the continuous complex-valued functions played by A. In his thesis [4] Sungwoo

Suh proved the theorem for locally compact totally disconnected groups.

To illustrate the content of the Theorem, consider the case of G equal to T, the

circle group, and let T7 be the closure of the linear span of A -functions taking the

values 1 and 0 on a closed totally disconnected set F C T. It is known (see [2, p.

40], and [3]) that there are certain F for which B is a proper subalgebra of A. From

our Theorem it follows that T7(Ti ) fails to be closed in A(E) for some closed E that

must intersect F in a proper subset. A qualitative statement of this fact is the

following. There are functions locally constant on E that are the restrictions of

^1-functions having small A -norm, but such that any attempt to extend them to

remain locally constant on F will force their A -norms to become large.

We now indicate some notations and tools to be used in the proof of the

Theorem. The norm of a function/ G T7(7Í) is given by

11/11«*) = inf{ 11/ + *1I.: h G 77 and h = 0 onE}.

Iff E B(E), a representative of/is a function/0 belonging to 77 such that/0|Ti = /.
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The dual space of A as a Banach space is PAT, the space of pseudomeasures on

G. The action of a pseudomeasure S on an A -function / will be denoted by (S,f).

The symbol Sf will denote that pseudomeasure such that (Sf,g) = (S,fg) for all

g E A. A pseudomeasure 5 is said to be supported by E, and we write S E

PM(E), provided (S,f) = 0 whenever/vanishes in a neighborhood of E. The dual

space of the restriction algebra A(E) consists of all those pseudomeasures belong-

ing to PM(E) that annihilate every A -function vanishing on E. Finally, 77-1 will

denote all of those pseudomeasures that annihilate every function in B.

2. Preliminary lemmas. We begin by showing that under the assumptions of the

Theorem the restriction algebra 77(7:) must contain all of the idempotents of A(E).

In the function algebra case (cf. [1]) this step is almost immediate. In this section G

need not be a group, only a compact topological space. The algebra A need only be

a commutative semisimple regular Banach algebra.

Let A be such an algebra under the pointwise operations on its maximal ideal

space G, and let 77 denote a closed subalgebra of A containing 1 and separating the

points of G.

Lemma 1. Assume that for every closed subset E C G the inclusion mapping

B(E) —» A(E) is closed. Then, for every closed subset E C G, B(E) contains all the

idempotent functions on E belonging to A(E).

Proof. Let E be an arbitrary closed subset of G. We will show that the maximal

ideal space of 77(7:) is E. Thus, appealing to the Shilov idempotent theorem, we

have that if/belongs to A(E) and is idempotent on E, then it must also belong to

B(E).

Let h denote a complex homomorphism of B(E), and suppose that h is not

evaluation at some point of E. Then for each x G E, there exists a function g

belonging to 77(7: ) such that h(g) = 1 and such that g(x) = 0. Let Wx be a closed

neighborhood of x such that \g(y)\ < 1/4 for ally G Wx. Of course, the maximal

ideal space of 77(7: n Wx), A, is a closed subset of the maximal ideal space of

B(E). We shall now show that h does not belong to A.

Suppose on the contrary that h E A, and define a = sup((>eA|d>(g)|. Then a > 1,

and for every positive integer n

\\(g/a)n\Uw,nE) > 1- (O

Since \g( y)\ < 1/4 for all y E Wx, and the maximal ideal space of A(WX n 7s) is

just Wx n E, it follows that

Urn s\xp\\(g/a)"\\A(WxnE)u» < 1/4.

Thus, for n large we have

ll(*/<0"IU¿in*) < (1/2)". (2)
Now, (1) and (2) together contradict the closedness of the mapping B(Wx n E)—>

A( Wx n E). This establishes that h does not belong to A.

Therefore, there is a function g E B(E) that vanishes on Wx such that h(g) = 1.

We may repeat the above argument for each point of E, and by the compactness of
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E choose a finite set of functions g„ i = 1, . . . , n, so that h(g¡) = 1 and so that the

product g0 vanishes on E. Of course, h(g0) = 1. This contradicts the fact that h was

chosen in the maximal ideal space of 77(7:). The proof of the lemma is complete.

Definition. Let NE denote the norm of the inverse of the inclusion mapping

77(7:) —> A(E). Following [1], we say that 77 is bounded on a subset V of G if there is

a positive constant Cv for which, whenever F is closed and contained in V,

NF < Cy. We say that B is bounded at x G G if T7 is bounded on some neighbor-

hood V of x.

Lemma 2. Let Vx and V2 be open subsets of G and let B be bounded on each V¡,

i = 1,2. Then 77 is bounded on every closed subset of Vx u  V2.

Proof. Choose a closed subset F of Vx u V2. Since F \ V2 is a closed subset of

Vx, we can find open Wx d F \ V2 such that Wx c Vx. Since F \ Wx c V2, there is

an open W2 d F \ Wx such that W2 c V2. Now F c Wx u W2. Furthermore, we

may choose open L satisfying F \W2e L E L e Wx, and by Lemma 1 a function

h E B that is 1 on F \ W2 and 0 on Lc. For / G T7(F) there are f E B, i = 1,2,

such that/| Wi= f\W¡ and ||/||s < Cv¡. But now it is easy to check that/ = /, • h

+ (1 — h)f2 on F. We have, therefore

II/IUj>) < ll/ill.l|A||fl + 111 - h\\B\\f2\\B < \\h\\BCyt + ||1 - h\\BCy2.       (3)

The right-hand side of (3) may be taken to be CF. The proof of the lemma is now

complete.

Lemma 3. If F is closed in G, and B is bounded at each x E F, there is an open V

containing F on which B is bounded.

Proof. The proof is an obvious consequence of compactness of F and Lemma 2.

Lemma 4. There are at most finitely many x E G at which B is not bounded.

Proof. Assume on the contrary that T7 is not bounded at each member of the

sequence {yn}. By dropping to a subsequence, if necessary, we may suppose that

no element of the sequence {yn} is a limit point of the sequence. Choose open

neighborhoods Uy , Wy of v, that are disjoint from the set of limit points of the

sequence {yn}, such that Wy c U . By Lemma 1 we may choose a function

kx E 77 that is 1 on Wy and 0 on Uy . Since 77 is unbounded in every neighborhood

of y y we may pick closed Fx c Wy so that there is a g, G B(FX) with || gx\\B(F) > 1

while having ||g,||^(fi) < ||A:,||^. Set /, = hxkx where hx\Fx = gx and hx is a

representative of g, whose /1-norm is less than HA^IlJ,1. Then \\fx\\A < H^ill^H^ilU

< 1, but, of course, H/ilU^, > 1 since/, = g, on Fx. Note that/, itself may not

belong to T7, since hx need not.

Next choose y'2 E {yn}^=2 and open neighborhoods U,, W,, of y'2 that are

disjoint from the set of limit points of the sequence (yn}, such that W. c U ■ and

Uv  n Uv. = 0. Choose a function k-, E B such that k-, is 1 on W„. and is 0 on US ■
y \ 71 z z y2 y2

Since T7 is not bounded in every neighborhood of y'2, it follows that there is a closed

set F2 c Wy,2 and a function g2 G T7(F2) with ||g2\\B{F¿ > 2, but || g2\\MF¿ < \\k2\\~Al.
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Set/2 = h2- k2 where h2\F2 = g2 and h2 is a representative of g2 whose ^4-norm is

less than ||A:2]|^'. Then \\f2\\A < 1, but, of course, ||/2||Ä(^ > 2. Continuing in this

way, we arrive at a disjoint sequence of closed sets {Fn} and a sequence of

functions {/„} such that

II/X<1.       \\MxFm)>n>       "-1,2,.... (4)

Denote by F the closed set U0^, F„ u F0, where F0 is the set of limit points of

U~>, Fn. For each m, fm\Fm E B(FJ and fm = 0 on the closed set U n^m F„ u

F0. The latter set is disjoint from Fm. It follows from Lemma 1, by multiplying any

representative of fm\Fm in T7 by a function in T7 equal to 1 on Fm and 0 on

U „-±m Fn u F0, that fm E B(F). Therefore, the closedness of the inclusion map-

ping 77(F) —> A(F) is contradicted by (4). The proof of the lemma is complete.

3. Proof of the Theorem for the circle T. Assume on the contrary that 77 ̂  A and

that 77 is the finite set of points at which 77 is not bounded. Our first claim is that

there is a closed set F such that Fc contains T7 and such that T7(F) ^A(F). If not,

then for every such F, B(F) = A(F). Let S denote a pseudomeasure in T7X, and

suppose that / belongs to A and is 0 in a neighborhood of 77. It follows from

Lemma 1 that B is a normal algebra of functions on T. Therefore, since / belongs

locally to 77 at each point of T, f belongs to 77. Since 5 is orthogonal to 77,

(S,f) = 0. Thus the support of 5 is the finite set 77, and S is in fact a measure.

Since 77 separates the points of T, it follows that S{p} = 0 for every p G 77. This

establishes that B(F) ^ A(F) for some closed set F such that Fc contains 77.

Henceforth we shall assume that Fc is a finite union of disjoint open intervals

centered at the points of 77. Then, by Lemma 4, 77 is bounded, say with constant

Nw, on some open set W containing F and missing 77.

Now, at least one of the functions e±,x, say e'x, when restricted to F, fails to

belong to 77(F). By the Hahn-Banach Theorem there is a nonzero element S of

A(F)* that annihilates 77(F) and such that (S, eix) = 1. We shall regard S as a

pseudomeasure supported on F.

Let m be a fixed positive integer satisfying

exp(20/m) < 1 + (8e-20||S||A^C)~', (5)

where C denotes the norm of the mapping 77 —» A.

Let a denote the trapezoidal function equal to 1 on the interval (-tt/4, tt/4),

zero outside the interval (-it/2, tr/2) and linear on intermediate intervals. Set

Vx(x) = o(mx) and V2 = 1 — Vx. From standard estimates it follows that || Vj\\A <

4 for y = 1, 2. By Lemma 1 and the boundedness of B on W, there is a 77-function

t>, with its 77-norm bounded by 4NW, and such that t>, = Vx on the intersection of

F with the intervals where Vx is constant. Set v2 = 1 — t>,.

Since (S, eix) = I, it follows that for at least oney, \(Svp eix)\ > 1/2. There will

be no loss of generality in assuming that this occurs for j = 1. The ensuing

argument is similar in the other case. Let K denote the support of the function t>,.

Of course, since S is orthogonal to T7, so also is the pseudomeasure L = Svx. The

latter's support is contained in the finite union of closed intervals F n K, and its
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pseudomeasure norm satisfies

l|£|| < RSI l|e,L <4\\S\\NWC. (6)

Let f(x) denote the continuous piecewise linear function such that Ç(-ir/2) = 0,

Ç(tt/2) = tr and f has slope -1 on the intervals complementary to (-tr/2, tr/2). Set

Z(x) = $(mx). By standard estimates the ,4-norm of Z is no greater than 20. The

important property for present purposes of the function Z is that the restriction of

the function e'z/m to the support of t>, is just exp{z'(x -I- Xf)} for constants A- and x

belonging to they'th interval of support of vx,j = 1,2, . . . , m.

The /i-norm of the function e'(*-z/m) [s no greater than e20. On the set F n K it

is equal to the constant e~°* for x belonging to they'th interval of K. In particular,

it is locally constant on F n K and so belongs to T7(F n K). Its T7(F n TC)-norm is

no greater than Nwe20. Let a(x) be a representative in T7 of the restriction of

ei(x-z/m) to me set F n K satisfying

II«II. < Nwe2». (7)

Likewise, let ax(x) be a representative in T7 of e-'(*-z/"0 restricted to F n K. Thus,

we have that

1/2 < |(La«„ eix)\ = \(La, axe,x)\ = \(La, eiZ"")\. (8)

Since a G 77, the pseudomeasure La is still orthogonal to 77.

We have

\\e'z/m - llUfn*) < expiJZIL,/«} - 1- (9)

From the triangle inequality we see that

\(La, eiZ/m)\ < \(La, eiZ'm - 1)| + \(La, 1)|. (10)

Since La is orthogonal to T7, the second term on the right-hand side of (10) is 0.

Since the set F n Tí" is a finite union of closed intervals, La may be regarded as an

element of the dual space of A(F n K). Therefore, the first term on the right-hand

side of (10) is at most ||L|| ||a||/(||e'z/m - l||^(/rnA:). By our choice of m in (5) and

by inequalities (6), (7) and (9), it follows that the right-hand side of (10) is less than

1/2. This contradicts (8) and completes the proof of the Theorem for the case of

the circle.

4. Proof of the Theorem for an arbitrary compact abelian group. First we consider

a product of circles II0 Ta. Let/denote the element in the dual group constant in

every coordinate except the ßtb coordinate, and of the form e'x in the /3th

coordinate. Consider the products E = Ila?t;3 Ta X Eß, where the projection onto

the >8th coordinate is a closed set Eß.

Since T7(F) is closed in A(F) for all F closed and contained in IIa Ta, it follows

from Lemma 1 that 77(F) contains the span of the idempotents of A(E). By

Lemma 4 77 is bounded on the complement of any neighborhood of a certain finite

set of points. To deny that / belongs to B leads to a contradiction as before.

Therefore, all characters having the form of / belong to 77, and since B is closed in

A it must equal A.
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Finally, let G be an arbitrary compact abelian group. Then every neighborhood

of the identity contains a closed subgroup TT such that G/TT is isomorphic to a

(finite) product of circles with a finite group. By the above remarks and Lemma 1,

T7 will contain those characters of the dual group G/H. If B(G/H) is interpreted

to mean those 77-functions constant on the cosets of H, it follows that B(G/H) =

A(G/H). In particular, 77 contains all trigonometric polynomials, and by the

closedness of 77 in A, we again conclude that B = A.
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